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Abstract 

Integrated in the curriculum, the Portuguese Legal Framework, the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

and within eTwinning 2020 annual guidelines, this LS aims to develop critical thinking, environmentally aware and 

proactive citizens.  

Having two Europeana collections as stepping stones, students will document positive and negative aspects of their 

local environment; using their mobile phones, different 2.0 web tools as well as the eTwinning platform, students 

will share what they collected with their European partners. 

Besides the development of the English language, the detailed identification of environmental problems and possible 

solutions, added value is also the involvement of different subjects and teachers of diverse areas of knowledge in 

spreading a new attitude towards environmental protection within a European network of schools, based on the 

exchange of good practices. Indeed, as Margaret Mead put it a while back, “Never doubt that a small group of 

thoughtful, committed, citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” We share the 

belief that change starts with each one of us. Currently, and no matter what many may think about the young activist 

from Sweden, Greta Thunberg, she has become a world figure, spearheading a campaign on climate change that has 

already amassed a legion of young (and not so young) followers reinforcing her own conviction that “No one is too 

small to make a difference” and therefore, in a way, Margaret Mead’s, too. 

Europeana transforms the world with culture! Today’s youngsters may transform the world with sound 

environmental position-taking! 
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Topic Environmental problems & solutions 
 

Age of students 13-14 years old, 4th year of English as a Foreign Language (B1) 
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Online teaching 
material  

Web tools: 
- a video on Europeana 
- AnswerGarden - for vocab eliciting & brainstorming teaching material 
- Padlet - for students and teachers to  collaborate, reflect, share links and 

pictures in an online virtual “bulletin” board 
- QCumber -“…the application that makes it possible to view the pollution 

produced by whoever or whatever surrounds us, and to contribute, 
collectively, to improving the world…based on the principles 
of transparency, sharing, collaboration and participation.” 

- Quizizz- for Formative Assessment for the Reading Comprehension, but with 
limited options to increase the chances of success and boost students’ 
confidence 

- Coggle - for a collaborative mind-mapping tool 
- Tricider - for easy brainstorming and voting, for decision making, 

crowdsourcing and idea generation  
- Canva – a graphic design tool  
- Prezi - a presentation software that uses motion, zoom, and spatial 

relationships to bring ideas to life  
- Certify’em - to award certificates to students for their efforts for the 

environment  
- Kahoot for formative module assessment 
- Thinglink- for student feedback, a tool for creating interactive images by 

tagging content to a photo or drawing  
Further Reading:  

- A Beginner’s Guide to Copyright and Creative Commons 
- Sustainable Develeopment Goals 
- The Lazy Person’s Guide to Saving the World 

 

Offline teaching 
material 

 
Annexes: 
Worksheet positive / negative aspects (sent by email, here just for readers)  
Reading material (from the adopted course book, here just for readers) 
Quizizz (available online for formative assessment, here just for readers) 
 
Tucker, Zoe (2019). Greta and The Giants, London: Frances Lincoln Children’s Books 
 

Europeana resources 
used 

Europeana resources used for this learning scenario: 
 
Europeana Gallery: Spring 
 
Pollution: an industrial legacy 
 

 

Licenses 

Attribution CC BY. This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work, even 

commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of 

licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-34CzjMAL0
https://answergarden.ch/
https://padlet.com/matildeazenha/5ifx59ltiq9c
https://www.q-cumber.org/
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5e0f7995dd8b81001bb95ede/on-a-positive-note
https://coggle.it/
https://www.tricider.com/brainstorming/2fGdOTYQHpZ;jsessionid=qWv31E78cUP9HG1G9Kj4Lg
https://www.canva.com/
https://prezi.com/
https://www.certifyem.com/
https://create.kahoot.it/share/nurture-mother-nature-2020/65b9062a-2aff-4a31-bc21-72385198450b
https://www.thinglink.com/
http://www.kathleenamorris.com/2020/01/20/copyright-creative-commons/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/LazyPersonGuide.pdf
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en/explore/galleries/spring
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en/explore/galleries/pollution-an-industrial-legacy
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Integration into the curriculum 

As for an EFL teacher, concerns always fall on the linguistic skills (Reading, Listening Comprehension, Speaking 

Interaction, Speaking Production, Writing & Intercultural Domain) which will be practised and developed throughout 

the implementation of this LS. However, as we all know, in the 21st Century, these skills are no longer enough and, 

to better equip students for a new world reality, namely in what concerns the use of ICT and collaborative work, 

interconnected are: 

- An ongoing eTwinning /ERASMUS+ project with 2020 EU target of Climate Change as main topic and the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals ; 

- The Portuguese legal framework, namely the curriculum goals which specifically mention the identification 

of environmental problems and possible solutions, the production of short texts using the new vocabulary 

items learnt around the topic being taught (in Metas Curriculares, pages 23-25; Essential Learning / 

Aprendizagens Essenciais; students’ Profile when they finish compulsory schooling from which we would 

highlight the Values such as Responsibility & Integrity, Citizenship & Participation, Excellence & Freedom, 

in Perfil dos Alunos à Saída da Escolaridade Obrigatória, page 7); 

- Module 6 “Nurture Mother Nature” of the adopted coursebook, Hot Spot 8, by Virginia Evans and Jenny 

Dooley (Express Publishing), but with a twist - with the use of different resources and ICT – to make it more 

captivating for teen learners. 

- ICT content with Copyright & Creative Commons. 

Aim of the lesson(s) 

The main aim of this scenario is to have students develop social competences, active citizenship as well as 

environmental awareness and responsibility, with outdoor learning, by identifying local environmental problems 

and pointing out possible solutions to reduce human impact on the environment. The eTwinning / ERASMUS+ 

partners share this commitment and together we aim to increase students’ awareness of the global environmental 

challenges and climate change and, ultimately, spread a new attitude of responsibility towards environmental 

protection within an international network of schools, based on the exchange of good practices. 

Furthermore, having 2 contrasting Europeana galleries as stepping stones, students will become aware of the 

differences and challenges they face: just like with Europeana Collections we can treasure, well preserved & curated, 

we are all curators of our (local) environment. It’s up to us! 

Concerning (foreign) language learning, at the end of this LS – a module -, students are expected to be able to identify 

environmental problems and point out solutions in English as well as to write short texts using the correct lexis. 

Last but not the least important, after exploring the 2 Europeana  galleries, students will understand these key terms: 

Copyright, Public Domain, Creative Commons Zero, Creative Commons (and the 6 licenses). 

 

Outcome of the lesson (s) 

As tangible end-products there will be different outcomes from the students’ campaign – articles, flyers, posters; 

the intangible outcomes are, however, far greater and deeper for learning and memorable experiences will be kept 

as life skills: general knowledge, public speaking, language and ICT skills, including searching for information on 

Europeana. 

Trends 

• Collaborative Learning: a strong focus on pair and/or group work within the classroom and with the project 

partners. 

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/fighting-and-adapting-climate-change-1
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.dge.mec.pt/sites/default/files/ficheiros/metas_curriculares_de_ingles_homologadas_13_de_maio_2013.pdf
https://www.dge.mec.pt/sites/default/files/Curriculo/Aprendizagens_Essenciais/3_ciclo/ingles_3c_8a_ff.pdf
https://www.dge.mec.pt/sites/default/files/Legislacao/escolaridade_12_anos.pdf
https://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/choices/308031
https://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/choices/308031
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• Outdoor Learning: Learning occurs everywhere, at all times. High quality outdoor learning experiences 

include discovery, experimentation, learning about and connecting to the natural world. 

• Project-Based Learning: students learn by developing a project in groups, based on a driving issue. This kind 

of learning usually transcends traditional subjects. 

• Peer Learning: students learn from peers and give each other feedback. 

• BYOD: students are invited to bring their own devices to the classroom and use them for educational 

purposes. 

• Edutainment / Gamification: students love playing games and technology-based Kahoot and Quizizz are 

highly motivating. 

• Cloud-Based Learning: to be coherent in our deeds concerning the environment, online tools and materials 

will be preferred to paper-based ones as they can be shared with the students via email. 

21st century skills 

• Creativity and Innovation: the Learning Scenario encourages creativity and innovation by engaging students 

in a number of activities firstly inspired by the Europeana galleries but, ultimately, in the creation of diverse 

outcomes. 

• Critical Thinking and Problem Solving: students discuss environmental issues and will eventually come up 

with adequate solutions. 

• Communication and Collaboration: these skills are reinforced since students are expected to communicate 

using written and oral language, to work on authentic contexts and promote reflective learning.   

• Media & Technological Literacy: students search for information, use the suggested tools and design a 

dissemination campaign in which they can explore other web tools. 

Activities 

Name of 
activity 

Procedure Time 

1.Presentation 
of Europeana  

Aware that students aren’t careful enough about sharing pictures and sources for 
their school work, the Teacher asks how / where students look for pictures and or 
material for school work online. 
After a brief discussion, the Teacher introduces students to Europeana with a short, 
clear video that also relates to eTwinning.  

10min 

2.Presentation 
of two galleries 
from the 
Europeana 
platform as 
starting points  

For inspiration and as a first example, the Teacher shows a gallery of spring images 
from Europeana for students to enjoy and describe. Taking step 1 into account, the 
Teacher clarifies the different CC licenses and explains if they can use them or not. 
To better understand the key terms concerning copyright and Creative Commons, 
the Teacher shows students different posters that later will be shared via email. 
Furthermore, as an EFL teacher, this is a great opportunity to elicit and brainstorm 
vocabulary with AnswerGarden.  
To contrast, the Teacher then moves to a different gallery. Again, there is some 
eliciting and discussion, and new vocabulary and ideas are collected at 
AnswerGarden. 

30min 

3. From the 
past and a 
digital 
platform, to 
their own, real 
and current 
surroundings 

Students are shown a worksheet (and sent a digital copy via email) to report local 
situations modelled by the former Europeana galleries (positive / green (QPosts); 
negative / red (QPosts) – Annex 1). One example will be filled in class. 
In pairs (or groups of three) according to their home places, students are invited to 
later map out those areas with their phone’s GPS and document those places and 
situations by taking photos with their mobile devices. The collected info will be 
shared in a classroom Padlet created by the science teacher. This Padlet will be 
embedded in the project Twinspace so that partners may also have access to it. 

10min 
 
 
Their 
mission / 
HW: 
outdoor 
learning 

https://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/choices/308032
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-34CzjMAL0
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en/explore/galleries/spring
http://www.kathleenamorris.com/2020/01/20/copyright-creative-commons/
https://answergarden.ch/1088078
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en/explore/galleries/pollution-an-industrial-legacy
https://answergarden.ch/1088092
https://padlet.com/matildeazenha/5ifx59ltiq9c
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Name of 
activity 

Procedure Time 

4. From pair 
work to 
collaboration 

The EFL teacher will check the material in what concerns the use of the English 
language and students will then share their short texts in the QCumber platform, as 
agreed with the project partners. 

30m 
 
 

5. Foreign 
language skills 
development 

After some writing, more speaking time to discuss the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals . Students will then read 3 short texts from the adopted course book with the 
varied reading comprehension tasks that follow. The material is included in Annex 
2. If there is time in class, students will answer an online quiz (Annex 3); otherwise 
it can well be their 2nd (HW) mission. 

90m 

6. Discussion,  
critical thinking 
and problem 
solving 

On a positive note (just like the texts previously read), as a class, students are 
challenged to discuss their ideas on local environmental protection. What can we 
all do to reduce human impact on the environment and even mitigate climate 
change?  
The Teacher brings the book Greta and the Giants into class and stirs a debate 
around the young heroine as a paradigm (or not) for environmental activism - local, 
national and internationally. 
Returning to their former pairs (or groups of three), and with their handheld 
devices, students are invited to use Coggle, a collaborative mind mapping tool, to 
organize their ideas and plans on how to improve the landscape and general 
environment around their home places. If necessary, the Teacher shares the link 
with the students for inspiration. Both the Language and the Sciences teachers will 
be invited to their Coggles to follow the process and also to introduce any needed 
corrections.  
Once their suggestions to solve or improve local environmental problems are 
compiled, these will be shared and discussed with the project partners in the 
Tricider whose idea generator is “What can WE do to mitigate climate change?” 

15min 
 
 
 
 
15min 
 
30min 

7. Product 
development: 
ICT skills, 
collaboration, 
communication 
and creativity 

As for my own students and for the final product, students will be asked to design 
an environmental campaign (in Portuguese) using different means to reach as many 
people as possible: 

- Create a poster for a clean-up day using Canva.  
- Using their own photos, and with Canva (or any other tool), prepare 

leaflets voicing concerns and including tips. These leaflets will be handed 
out to mentor the educational community. 

- Be Greta Thunberg for a day! Organise a meeting with school 
representatives, the educational community, stakeholders and… speak up! 
(Jot down some ideas and, if not comfortable enough, present them using 
a simple ppt or Prezi.) 

- Write an article about the project, findings and outcomes to be published 
in the school website and local newspapers. A summary of this – this time 
in English - should also be shared in the Twinspace. 

- Contact the local radio station to voice (y)our good practices and inspire 
listeners of all ages to engage in initiatives that will not harm people or the 
planet. Use the Coggle(s). 

90min 

8.Certificates Based on the learners’ efforts, impact and how successful they are in attaining the 
UN goals (6, 11, 12, 13 and 15), they will be awarded certificates using Certify’em 
(or again, Canva). 

10min 

Assessment 

Assessment will be formative and continuous, focusing on language and presentation skills. The Quizizz will be an 

intermediate assessment while the Kahoot (basically focusing on vocab, some words taken from the texts read in 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/LazyPersonGuide.pdf
https://www.tricider.com/brainstorming/2fGdOTYQHpZ;jsessionid=qWv31E78cUP9HG1G9Kj4Lg
https://create.kahoot.it/share/nurture-mother-nature-2020/65b9062a-2aff-4a31-bc21-72385198450b
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class, other expressions that will have come up while eliciting and brainstorming) will be used as an instrument to 

evaluate more general knowledge concerning the module. 

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ******************************** 

Student feedback 

Students will record a short feedback message focusing on their learning process, skill development and knowledge 

which will be added / tagged to each of them on a group photo shared on Thinglink. 

Teacher’s remarks 

The Teacher also reflects on the work process around the unit based on the Padlet contributions, the Green and Red 

Q-Posts shared, the formative assessment moments as well as on the final outcomes in order to be able to eventually 

improve when replicated. The activities around this LS will be disseminated in the school’s website and Facebook 

page, and an article to disseminate good educational practices will also be written; a poster submission for national 

scientific events and for ERASMUS Days is also planned. 

Looking forward to building a more sustainable future together with my students. Step by Step. Class by Class. 

About the Europeana DSI-4 project 

Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 million digitised items drawn 

from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three 

Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating 

access, interoperability, visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens, 

Education, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions. 

European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a not-for-profit 

organisation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools, 

teachers, researchers, and industry partners. European Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and expand 

the Europeana Education Community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
http://www.eun.org/home
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Annex 1 – Students’ Reporting Form 

 

       
 

Students’ Reporting Form 
 

       STUDENT’S NAME / CLASS:__________________________________ 

 

DATE PLACE WHAT DID YOU SEE? 
  

RED - WHY? GREEN - WHY? 
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Annex 2 – Reading Comprehension & Tasks 

 

1. Read the headline of each article below. What are they about? And what’s common to the 3 texts? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Before even reading the text, please check the following vocabulary and write down the Portuguese 

equivalent. In case there are doubts, you may use a dictionary in your mobile phone. 

EN PT EN PT 

rise »»  panel »»  

survey »»  install »»  

wild  »»  report »»  

researcher »»  shrink »»  

increase  »»  effort »»  

island »»  rate »»  

switch »»  fund »»  

atoll »»  diesel fuel »»  

  

3. Please read the texts that follow carefully and provide a general title: _________________________ 

 

 

3.1. Mark the statements R (Right), W (Wrong) or DS (Doesn’t Say). Don’t forget to justify your choices! 

a) There were 25% fewer Amur leopards in 2007 than today.                   ______                                    

b) Tokelau is the name of a group of three islands.                                      ______                                                                         

c) These islands are near New Zealand.                                                          ______                                                                                      

d) The hole in the ozone layer has been smaller.                                           ______ 

e) The hole is closing up rapidly.                                                                       ______ 
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3.2.     Now complete the sentences:  

a) Amur leopards are a type of _________________________.  

b) Tokelau is in ________________________. 

c) In the past, Tokelau generated electricity by using _________________________. 

d) The hole in the ozone has not been this small for _________________________. 

 

3.3.      Answer the questions on the texts. 

a) How many Amur leopards were still living in the wild in 2007? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Who paid for Tokelau’s solar project? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

c) On which island(s) did they install solar panels? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

d) In the past, how did scientists feel about the ozone layer? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

e) What must people do so that the hole continues to shrink? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Annex 3 - Quizizz 

• Question 1 

  
Amur leopards have increased by ... 

50%. 

100%. 

• Question 2 

  
We can create conservation programmes to help... 

resource depletion. 

endangered species. 

• Question 3 

  
We can use solar or wind energy to help solve the problem of... 

resource depletion. 

air pollution. 
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• Question 4 

 

Today, Tokelau gets its electricity from ... 

diesel fuel and solar energy. 

solar energy only. 

• Question 5 

  
The ... is studying the effects of water pollution on fish. 

fuel 

researcher 

• Question 6 

.  
Many animals became extinct in the last... 

effort. 

decade. 

• Question 7 

 

We can all use public transport to help solve the serious problem of ... 

air pollution. 

the wild. 

• Question 8 

  
What about planting new trees to mitigate ... 

nuclear waste? 

deforestation? 

• Question 9 

  
The scientists carried out a ... to count the number of birds on the island. 

fuel 

survey 

• Question 10 

 

According to the article, the ozone hole will probably disappear ... 

in a few decades. 

in a few years. 


